
In this edition of the newsletter we get a glimpse of 
the amazing work by the Alumni team. We share 
alumnus, Emmanuel Malepe's journey. We also  

profile one of our outstanding Values Champion  
teacher, Euphonia Mphahlele.

Emmanuel Malepe is a 23-year-old Columba 
graduate and former learner at Kwena Molapo 
Secondary High school. 

Though not academically inclined in high school, he 
stood out because of his conduct and leadership 
qualities. Despite his challenging background and social 
circumstances, Emmanuel has turned his situation 
around. Speaking about how his life was impacted by 
Columba Leadership Emmanuel says,  
“Columba Leadership values actually assisted me to 
find my purpose and the value that I add to this  
universe, to understand who I am and my calling.” 
Drawing on the skills he gained from the Columba 
Leadership programme, Emmanuel secured a  
learnership at Nedbank in 2019. The Nedbank team 
were impressed with his leadership style, learning  
agility, communication skills, and his extraordinary  
community service, and he was appointed to a  
permanent position within six months!  
Emmanuel is currently working as a Team Leader at the 
Nedbank contact centre having worked in the same 
department at a junior level prior to this. Because of 
his great communication skills, he has also represented 

Nedbank in a number of marketing videos. “I faced a lot of  
challenges such as difficulties in understanding myself 
and the role of a leader, dealing with different people, 
consistency, and adapting. However, I have managed 
to overcome every single one of them by polishing my 
professionalism; communication and connecting with my 
team. I have also put an end to being change-resistant”, 
says Emmanuel. He also discovered his passion for  
teaching while attending the Columba Leadership  
academy in 2015. This later developed to motivational 
speaking for which he gets invited to different schools to 
share on the importance of leadership values and change.
Among the many projects Emmanuel is involved in, is high 
school development. He initiates high school projects such 
as gardening, cleaning and Grade 8 tutoring campaigns 
aligned with each learner's learning style.
The advice that Emmanuel would like to share with the 
youth is, “Start by knowing yourself and your worth, to 
remain humble and execute well.” He also believes that  
remaining passionate and compassionate about other 
people's well-being is key to growth.
Emmanuel sets an example of how to use Columba values 
and leadership skills to strive for excellence.
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 Sharing his success story: Emmanuel, during a video shoot, sharing 
his life story.



In Grade 12 transition sessions in schools our alumni 
team share benefits and invite learners to  join our 
national alumni network.

The team has created platforms that allow our alumni 
to connect, engage, share ideas and experiences,  
access digital resources and support one another. 
Columba Talks is our YouTube channel that hosts a 
number of digital resources for youth.
Alumni have been involved in the development of these 
videos which include CV writing, university  
applications and entrepreneurship. The CAN SHOW  
[https://www.youtube.com/channel/ UCzoVgBIAZ-
fO7xlf12Yi_Nig] is our monthly youth produced and 
hosted YouTube streaming platform where youth have a 
chance to engage on a wide range of issues of  
relevance to them. The show has 460 subscribers and 
has already touched on a number of important issues 
from gender-based violence, bullying and overcoming 
depression, to the return to school after lockdown,  
being equipped to handle exams and the transition 
from school to university.  Our 2021 Online Career Day 
titled Rerouting-Remapping My Journey  
[https:// youtu.be/D-IH7-CamFA], attracted interest 
from 750 people, with 511 ultimately joining from all 
over the country.  

The event, open to all young people in and outside of the 
network, focused: The World of  Work, Further Study, 
and The Intentional Gap Year. The event brought together 
some of our key partners, the Very Group, Webhelp and 
the Moshal Scholarship program, to mention a few,  who 
employ youth and who provide scholarships for tertiary 
study.
Jodi  Bailey from Moshal Scholarship program shared 
what they look for in scholarship applications, while Laura 
McClain, Senior Operations Manager at The Very Group, 
shared pointers on starting out one’s career path. Jodi 
and Laura, together with alumni panellists were able to 
provide useful guidance on transitioning from school to 
work or further study and how to use the gap year to 
 ensure successful transitions next year. Columba alumni 
not only seek to lead change in their own lives and en-
gage in meaningful livelihoods but  are also keen to serve 
society. Our alumni team have engaged alumni around 
the country on WhatsApp and on Zoom to ensure that 
this year’s online Alumni National Connect has  
been youth informed.
Scheduled for the 9th of October 2021, the event  
promises to inspire youth individually and collectively 
to take action to overcome the odds and bring positive 
change. The event is titled Breakthrough Performance.

Our Alumni  network's
 Post school Support 

#Breakthrough Perfomance! Left & right: Posters for the Online National Connect, taking place on Saturday, 9 October 2021. 



 

Changing 
Young Lives 

"I BELIEVE IN LIFTING OTHERS". Left: The Trailblazer, Euphonia Mphahlele.  Right:Ms Phindile Mdlalose, a teacher at the school, giving a talk at a girls 
empowerment session, another project Mrs. Mpahlele and her colleagues focus on. 

How people live is of a 
great concern to me, more 
 especially the leaners

that are coming from the kind of 
environment where I teach.
It concerns me so much so that 
improving lives has become my 
heartbeat. I have worked on quite a 
number of things in my school in a 
short space of time. Of course, it’s 
not a one man show because as a 
Values Champion coordinator I have 
a strong support structure. In  
October 2020 we organised a  
program called “YOU ARE NOT 
ALONE” that focused on   
awareness of Gender based violence 
and bullying and shared career 
guidance and Columba values, with 
the grade 9 learners.
 We invited Social workers, the 
Columba crew, the head of Tshwane 
North College(Soshanguve campus) 
to  provide support. 

We also organised the girl learners 
from grade 9 to 11 for a program 
that focuses on empowering girls 
and helping them make healthy 
choices. The program was 
conducted by Community  
Media Trust (Siyayinqoba). We 
started a program for the grade 8s in 
our school that focuses on 
CHANGING BEHAVIOURS.
In this program we deal with late 
coming, assembly, morning studies, 
feeding scheme and the cleanliness 
of the school. As a result we have 
noted a tremendous change in the  
behaviour of these leaners  
compared to all other grades we 
have in the school.
I am also involved in working with 
the social workers of our school to 
identify and help learners in need, 
be it physical or psychological. 

Why I do what I do?
 I believe that I am not a success 
without the success of others.
I believe that sharing love takes 
away  the pain and sufferings of  
others, not only by talk but by  
actions. I believe in lifting others. 
I believe that every human being 
has a seed of greatness within, but 
unless one is motivated and  
encouraged to look inside.
I do what I do because I don’t  
believe in giving formal education 
only, but in holistic development.
I am motivated by the values that 
Columba Leadership share.
They (Columba) have a way of  
influencing the decisions and 
 purpose  of an individual.
I was not always working like this 
in my school until I attended the 
academy.

Meet Mrs. Euphonia Mphahlele, a proud Columba Leadership Values Champion educator at Ruabohlale Secondary School. 
Passionate about developing and empowering learners in her school, she describes herself as an agent of change and a 

trailblazer. She shares with us her projects and why she does this.


